New Bedford Commission to Review NPBD Use of Force Policies
Policy Recommendations
The following recommendations were contemplated by the New Bedford Commission to
Review NBPD Use of Force Policies throughout the months of July, August, September, October
and November 2020. Most have been incorporated into the tentatively revised policies on the
use of force.
1. A Commission on the Police Use of Force should remain in existence. Does not
necessarily need to be this same group, can be appointed with terms etc.
2. Using Brookline Police Dept.’s “Use of Force” policy as a guide, enhance the emphasis
on de-escalation throughout the NBPD policies as recommended in Proposed Language
for Revised Policies documents.
3. That the Use of Force policies include a "Duty to Report" clause, whereby every officer
will be required to report violations of the Policy, abuses of the public, and other
inappropriate actions during their duty. Failure to report such instances should be
considered a violation of the Policy and should result in appropriate disciplinary action.
4. Require the duty and obligation of other officers on an incident scene to intervene when
they witness the excessive use of force by a fellow officer. (Even if this is spelled out in
the NBPD Rules and Regulations, it should be reiterated in the Use of Force policies.)
5. That the phrase “lawful and appropriate” be added to the Use of Less-Lethal Force: IV.
General Considerations, Part C. "Control is accomplished whenever a person complies
with an officer's lawful and appropriate directions..."
6. The section on Verbal Commands needs to be expanded upon and should permeate
many sections of the Use of Less-lethal Force policy.
7. The prohibited control techniques should be spelled out more specifically, eliminating
not only choke holds but other techniques that have potential deadly consequences, as
well.
8. In the USE OF LESS LETHAL FORCE policy, sec. V. B. include “7) awareness of, or
apparent, mental or emotional instability of the subject.”
9. Require data collection (including race/ethnic data) and regular comprehensive
reporting of police use of force and make such reports available to the public.
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10. Incorporate the use of new language as it relates to prohibiting the shooting of unarmed
persons.
11. The use of drive stun is to be addressed in accordance with update language from Policy
-01 and Policy -02.
12. Recommendation to adjust language in Use of Deadly Force as indicated in highlighted
sections: At least annually, all sworn officers authorized to carry weapons are required
to receive in-service training and testing on the Department’s Use of Force policies and
demonstrate proficiency with all approved lethal weapons that the officer is authorized
to use. Inservice for other less-lethal weapons and weaponless control techniques shall
occur at least biennially. (1.3.10) (1.3.11,1.3.12). All officers shall be given a copy of the
Department’s Use of Force policies and must annually pass a written examination
before being authorized to carry a weapon. Proficiency training shall be provided by a
certified weapons or tactics instructor qualified in the respective less-lethal force
weapons.
13. Recommendation to adjust language in Use of Deadly Force as indicated in highlighted
sections: “Whenever an officer fails to obtain a qualifying score with his/her duty
firearm or fails to meet proficiency on use of force policies, the officer will be
temporarily reassigned and relieved of all police duties requiring a firearm…
14. Recommendation to remove Section: VII Use of Firearms -- Part B subsection 4:
“officers may discharge their firearm, without the intent to kill or disable, if it is
reasonable to believe that he/she has no alternative method of convincing a would-be
attacker that he/she is ready and able to defend himself/herself or others if the
potential threat is not discontinued. The provisions of this paragraph shall be limited to
extraordinary circumstances because of the possibility that a bullet could ricochet and
cause injury to officers, other innocent persons, or may prompt either return fire from
the suspect(s), or precipitate the use of firearms by other officers.”
15. Recommendation to Section V: Use of Less-Lethal Force Part D add the following
highlighted text. The following less-lethal force options are authorized, and officers are
required to go through this list in ascending order whenever feasible.
16. Language in all relative policies should reflect “public safety” as the primary purpose of
those policies. Ie. It is the policy of the New Bedford Police Department to place its highest
value on the life and safety of its officers and the public. In the conduct of policing, all officers
must embrace the obligation to ensure that the safety of the public is preserved to the fullest
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extent possible. Likewise, the safety of all officers must be appropriately safeguarded in all
actions of the police. Safety of the public and the safety of the officers must be regarded with
the highest priority.

17. Recommendation under II. Policy should include “when an individual is armed or officers
or another life is in danger.” Nothing in this policy should be construed to prohibit
officers from using whatever means are necessary. Unarmed individuals posing no
threat should not lose a life.
18. Recommendation to III. Definitions: Professionalism as it relates to policing should be
defined. It is referenced within the documents but assumed rather than defined.
19. Recommendation to VI Training and Qualifications: Officers physical and mental
wellbeing should be evaluated annually to be conducted and certified by independent,
competent healthcare professionals.
20. Training is provided to all Officers at the time of promotion to ensure they are skilled in
assessing physical and mental well-being.
21. Recommendation to Use of Deadly Force Section XII. Add at end of paragraph: “An annual
summary of such analyses shall be made available to the public, upon request.

22. Recommendation to Use of Less-Lethal Force: Add at end of paragraph: “An annual summary of
such analyses shall be made available to the public, upon request.
23. Recommendation to Electronic Control Weapons: Insert to V. Reporting: An officer who
employs an Electronic Control Weapon for other than training purposes shall notify her/his
Division Commander immediately and submit a written report through the Division Commander
to the Chief of Police forthwith. The Division of Professional Standards shall produce and forward
to the Chief of Police an annual analysis of all use of Electronic Control Weapons for indications
of patterns or trends that could indicate training needs, equipment upgrades, and or policy
revisions. An annual summary of such analyses shall be made available to the public, upon
request.
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